Large differences in climate outcomes are projected by the end of this century 5 depending on whether greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions continue to increase or are 6 reduced sufficiently to limit total warming to below 2
of the benefits of mitigation is thus delayed to this time.
48
The most obvious adverse impacts of climate change however are likely to be felt initially 49 though society's vulnerabilities to locally rare "extreme events".
12 Furthermore, extreme events simulating RCP 2.6 and 8.5 (see SI Table 1 ) we obtain 58 and 64 member ensembles respectively.
77
The time evolution of percentiles is therefore subject to noise due solely to finite MME size, so dates is often as large as two decades. Individual model dates tend to be sooner than MME best 142 estimates implying that future constraints on warming rates in both scenarios, which effectively 143 removes ensemble spread due to model response differences, could mean regional HOPE Dates 144 come sooner than the MME best estimates. Table 1 while the GLO region uses the combination of all masks,
252
which hence excludes Antarctica.
253
Regional warm seasons are found by obtaining seasonal means of absolute near surface air 254 temperatures from CRU CL version 2.0 27 then taking regional means.
255
The MME empirical CDF for each season is obtained by ranking values at that year in ascend-256 ing order and assigning each a weight such that the sum over weights is normalised to one and 257 each model is weighted equally (regardless of the number of simulations contributed by a model).
258
The form of the weights assigned to member j of model α used in calculating seasonal CDFs is 259 therefore of the form
where N α is the number of members contributed by model α and M is the number of models.
261
The weights satisfy
After ordering weights according to their corresponding ranked values the temperature value 263 of percentile 100p (0 < p ≤ 1) may be found as the value at which the sum over the ordered 264 weights up to that corresponding to this value is equal to p. 
277
Note that smoothing of percentile series does not reduce the width of the MME distribution.
278
This width represents both inter-annual variability within each model and the component of inter-
279
model spread which incorporates uncertainty in response to external forcings.
280
Bootstrap re-sampling of the MME is performed by removing all members associated with 281 a single model at a time and recalculating weights and percentiles of the MME accordingly. In 
